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This paper presents a novel proxy architecture for wireless application protocol (WAP) 2.0 employing an advanced data compres-
sion scheme. Though optional in WAP 2.0, a proxy can isolate the wireless from the wired domain to prevent error propagations
and to eliminate wireless session delays (WSD) by enabling long-lived connections between the proxy and wireless terminals. The
proposed data compression scheme combines content compression together with robust header compression (ROHC), which
minimizes the air-interface traffic data, thus significantly reduces the wireless access time. By using the content compression at
the transport layer, it also enables TLS tunneling, which overcomes the end-to-end security problem in WAP 1.x. Performance
evaluations show that while WAP 1.x is optimized for narrowband wireless channels, WAP 2.0 utilizing TCP/IP outperformsWAP
1.x over wideband wireless channels even without compression. The proposed data compression scheme reduces the wireless ac-
cess time of WAP 2.0 by over 45% in CDMA2000 1XRTT channels, and in low-speed IS-95 channels, substantially reduces access
time to give comparable performance to WAP 1.x. The performance enhancement is mainly contributed by the reply content
compression, with ROHC offering further enhancements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Internet access is an emerging service that is consid-
ered central to the commercial success of the next-generation
cellular networks. The wireless application protocol (WAP)
is the convergence of three rapidly evolving network tech-
nologies: wireless data, telephony, and the Internet. It is
the de facto world standard for the presentation and deliv-
ery of wireless information services on mobile phones and
other wireless terminals. WAP is a result of continuous work
to define an industry-wide specification for developing ap-
plications that operate over wireless communication net-
works [1]. The WAP specifications address mobile network
characteristics and operator needs by adapting existing net-
work technology to the special requirements of mass-market,
handheld wireless data devices and by introducing new tech-
nology where appropriate.

This is an open-access article distributed under the Creative Commons
Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

WAP 1.x is a standard aimed at optimizing the perfor-
mance of wireless Internet access under such limitations as
low bandwidth, high latency, less connection stability, and
bearer availability for wireless networks, and limited screen
display area, input facilities, memory, processing, and bat-
tery power for the mobile handset. The WAP Forum released
version 2.0 of WAP in July 2001. WAP 2.0 brings the wire-
less world closer to the Internet by adopting the most recent
Internet standards and protocols. It also optimizes the us-
age of emerging wireless networks with higher bandwidths
and packet-based connections and maintains compatibility
withWAP 1.x compliant contents, applications, and services.
A major development of WAP 2.0 is that it provides support
for standard Internet protocols such as transmission control
protocol (TCP) and hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), and
permits applications and services to operate over all existing
and foreseeable air-interface technologies and their bearer
services, including general packet radio service (GPRS) and
third-generation (3G) cellular standards such as WCDMA
and CDMA2000 [2]. In particular, WAP 2.0 utilizes the wire-
less profiled TCP (WP-TCP) [3] and wireless profiled HTTP
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(WP-HTTP) [4] that are optimized for wireless networks and
interoperable with TCP and HTTP, respectively.

While some performance evaluations of WAP are found
in the literature, they are mainly based on simulations
employing theoretical traffic models. WAP performance over
GPRS and global system for mobile communications (GSM)
networks has been studied and several traffic models devel-
oped in [5, 6, 7]. WAP end-to-end security issues have been
discussed in [8, 9, 10], and collocating the gateway with the
WAP server in the secured enterprise site seems to be the
only viable solution that strictly guarantees end-to-end se-
curity [8]. All these studies were based on the WAP 1.x pro-
tocol stack. There is little work done in evaluating WAP per-
formance in realistic networks using real WAP traffic. Also,
since WAP 2.0 has been newly released, there has not been
any comparison of the performance of WAP 2.0 stack against
WAP 1.x stack in the literature.

Compared with wireline, wireless bandwidth is a scarce
resource. However, most data applications and web con-
tents have been developed for wireline networks. To im-
prove bandwidth utilization, data compression schemes can
be used when these applications or data are accessed over
wireless networks. While many standards exist for the com-
pression of audio and video data [11, 12], and for data
transmissions over voice band modems [13], WAP requires
the application of data compression over the wireless net-
work at the wireless transaction layer in a manner that is
transparent to the wireless data bearer service. In WAP 1.x,
a content encoding approach is used at the WAP gateway
to compress the data. Although WAP 2.0 is an evolutional
step forward, by adopting the HTTP/TCP/IP stack, it also
has some disadvantages compared to the WAP 1.x proto-
col stack employing the wireless session protocol (WSP) and
wireless transaction protocol (WTP); for example, the same
message is transmitted using a much larger number of bits,
and the same session requires more transactions. There-
fore, content compression should also be used in WAP 2.0;
but suitable compression methods for WAP 2.0 that pre-
serve end-to-end security have not yet been standardized,
nor has the performance of data compression in WAP 2.0
been evaluated.

In this paper, a novel proxy architecture employing an ad-
vanced data compression scheme is introduced for WAP 2.0
to minimize the air-interface traffic without protocol conver-
sions. It also overcomes the end-to-end security problem in
WAP 1.x. The performance of the data compression proxy
scheme is compared against the standardWAP 2.0 proxy con-
figuration and WAP 1.x protocol stack through experimen-
tal measurements over different emulated wireless networks.
Results show that the proposed data compression scheme sig-
nificantly improves the WAP 2.0 performance in all cases.
Our results enable appropriate configuration of the WAP 2.0
protocol stack for various bearer services.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review the WAP proxy architecture and the end-to-end
security issue, and describe the proposed data compres-
sion scheme for WAP 2.0. In Section 3, we introduce the
simulation method and the performance evaluation crite-
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Figure 1: WAP proxy model.
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Figure 2: Standard WAP 1.x network configuration.

ria. The experimental results are presented and discussed in
Section 4. Some conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. WAP PROXY ARCHITECTURE FOR
DATA COMPRESSION

2.1. WAP proxymodel
The WAP programming model is an extension of the world
wide web (WWW) programmingmodel with a few enhance-
ments such as Pushmodel and support for wireless telephony
application (WTA). In WAP 2.0, the WAP proxy is optional,
since the communication between the client and server can
be conducted using HTTP 1.1. However, deploying a proxy,
as shown in Figure 1, can optimize the communication pro-
cess and may offer mobile service enhancements, such as lo-
cation, privacy, and presence-based services. In addition, a
WAP proxy is necessary to offer Push functionality [1, 2].

In the WAP 1.x configuration (Figure 2), the proxy, also
known as WAP gateway, is required to handle the proto-
col interworking between the client and the content server.
A WAP 1.x gateway essentially implements both the WAP
1.x and Internet protocol stacks within the same node. It
is used for protocol conversions between these two proto-
col stacks, and the conversion between text-based wireless
markup language (WML) documents in the Internet do-
main and binary-encoded bytecode in the wireless domain.
The WAP gateway communicates with the client using the
WAP 1.x protocols: WSP, WTP, wireless datagram protocol
(WDP), with data security provided by the wireless trans-
action layer security (WTLS) protocol, and it communicates
with the content server using the standard Internet protocols
(HTTP/TCP/IP), with data security provided by the trans-
port layer security (TLS) protocol.
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2.2. WAP end-to-end security

Although WAP 1.x protocol conversion and content encod-
ing minimizes the air-interface traffic, and WAP 1.x can pre-
serve user data privacy and security using WTLS, WTLS can
only protect user data in transit over the wireless network
between the WAP gateway and the client at the mobile ter-
minal [14], while TLS is used to protect the user data in
transit over the Internet between the gateway and the con-
tent server. The gateway, which translates messages from one
protocol to another, is a security gray zone for end-to-end ap-
plications because the cleartext data is temporarily exposed
in its memory during the conversion. Although the conver-
sion happens in the memory of the gateway and is com-
pleted quickly, the concept of end-to-end security between
the WAP client and the content server is violated. This is not
acceptable for applications with strict security requirements,
such as bank and financial transactions and e-business, be-
cause it is analogous to allowing your ISP to process (and
inspect) the data of secure transactions. The only viable so-
lution that strictly guarantees end-to-end security [8] is to
collocate the gateway with the WAP server in a protected
network that is secured from the Internet, for example, by
a firewall. In [8], this alternative configuration was evaluated
under various IS-95 wireless links and Internet channel con-
ditions and compared against the standard configuration in
which the gateway is located at junction of the cellular net-
work and the Internet. Despite the feasibility of this alterna-
tive configuration, its drawbacks are also obvious. Aside from
content providers having to invest in the infrastructure and
to maintain their own gateways, the WAP clients also have
to be configured to switch gateways to access various secure
WAP applications. The latter, like having to switch ISPs when
accessing different web sites, is cumbersome and undesirable
for most users.

As WP-HTTP/WP-TCP are interoperable with HTTP/
TCP, there is no complex protocol conversion required be-
tween WAP 2.0 and the Internet protocols; therefore the
proxy is optional in WAP 2.0 configurations. Even in the
presence of a proxy, strict end-to-end security can still be
guaranteed by implementing the proxy at the transport layer,
which enables it to support end-to-end TLS tunnels between
the clients and the WAP servers [15].

Although WAP 2.0 is an evolutionary step forward with
respect to WAP 1.x, if the data encoding mechanism em-
ployed by WAP 1.x at the gateway were not also employed
in WAP 2.0, the transmitted packets in WAP 2.0 would be
much larger than the encoded bytecode in WAP 1.x. To min-
imize the volume of data sent over the air, content coding
of the HTTP message body may be employed by the HTTP
client in the WAP terminal, and either at the HTTP server
or in the WAP Proxy [4]. To support this function, the WAP
Proxy must at least provide for deflate coding (data compres-
sion) as specified in [16]. Also, an encoding format known as
wireless binary extensible markup language (WBXML), sim-
ilar to WML in WAP 1.x, can be implemented at the WAP
proxy [17]. However, these solutions only guarantee end-to-
end security if a direct connection exists between the WAP
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Figure 3: Data compression proxy supporting end-to-end security
with TLS tunneling.

server and WAP client to support TLS tunneling. If the con-
tent coding were performed at theWAP proxy instead, a sim-
ilar end-to-end security problem as in WAP 1.x would still
exist.

2.3. Proposed compression scheme
with enhanced security

In order to improve the performance of WAP 2.0 while guar-
anteeing end-to-end security via TLS, a novel proxy archi-
tecture, as shown in Figure 3, is proposed. The proxy con-
nects to the WAP server using standard TCP over the Inter-
net and communicates withWAP clients usingWP-TCP over
the wireless domain to optimize transport layer performance.
Thus end-to-end security can be strictly guaranteed by TLS
tunneling. To further improve the performance, an advanced
data compression scheme is introduced between the proxy
and client to reduce the packet size and conserve bandwidth
over the air interface. For applications that do not require
end-to-end security, the proposed proxy can also work as
a HTTP proxy that uses WP-HTTP between the proxy and
client above the compression scheme to further improve the
performance.

The proposed advanced data compression scheme com-
bines two separate compression processes: TCP content com-
pression and robust header compression (ROHC).

For evaluation purposes, content compression and de-
compression are accomplished using the deflate algorithm
[16], a lossless compression method used in “gzip” that com-
presses data using a combination of the LZ77 algorithm and
Huffman coding. Other lossless compression/decompression
algorithms can also be used. The compression and de-
compression operate in the TCP socket stream using in-
memory compression/decompression functions in the “zlib”
compression library [18, 19]. Since the content compres-
sion works in the transport layer, it compresses all higher-
layer headers, including the HTTP header. This compression
works better than when only HTTP content compression is
employed at WP-HTTP, and results in a maximum content
compression for IP packets. There are three options for the
content compression: no compression, reply compression,
and request and reply compression.
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Figure 4: WAP 1.x and WAP 2.0 emulation test bed configuration.

ROHC has been studied extensively in the literature
[20, 21, 22], and will be used in all 3G cellular systems, which
can substantially improve spectrum efficiency and service
quality for IP services such as voice and video over the mo-
bile Internet. For evaluation purposes, ROHC is simulated by
applying an appropriate compression ratio. The design and
implementation of ROHC are discussed in [23].

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONMETHOD

3.1. Test bed configuration

The performance of the proposed proxy architecture is evalu-
ated using the test bed shown in Figure 4, for both versions of
WAP (1.x and 2.0), with different combinations of compres-
sion methods. Both of the test configurations use a proxy to
interconnect the wireless domain and Internet domain, and
the Internet section is identical to both. Since different In-
ternet delays resulting from various Internet conditions con-
tribute the same amount of additional delays to both config-
urations, a differential comparison is more appropriate for
performance comparison purposes. Consequently, the Inter-
net domain is not included in the test bed as it is assumed
to contribute the same delay to all the test scenarios. Assum-
ing no delay and no packet losses over the Internet allows the
performance comparison to focus on the effects of the wire-
less channels. So the test bed is configured with aWAP server,
a WAP proxy (a WAP 1.x gateway for WAP 1.x, the proposed
compression proxy for WAP 2.0), a WAP phone emulator
as client, and an emulated wireless channel connecting the
proxy to the client.

The network simulator 2 (ns-2) [24] is used to emu-
late the packet level behaviors of over narrowband IS-95 and
wideband CDMA2000 1xRTT wireless channels. The emu-
lated wireless channel consists of two nodes, a base station
and amobile client. By attaching the tap agents, the nodes are
capable of introducing live traffic into the ns-2 simulator and
injecting traffic from the simulator into the live network after
the traffic has been subject to appropriate delays and losses.
Due to the header added in ns-2 emulation, the Ethernet

maximum transmission unit (MTU) is reduced from 1500
bytes to 1400 bytes. The IP packets captured from the live
traffic by the node are first fragmented at link layer (LL) and
then transmitted to the other node. The received fragments
are then defragmented in the node and injected back to live
traffic. Each fragment is sent every 20milliseconds with 168
bits and 3048 bits, respectively, in accordance with the IS-
95 and CDMA2000 1xRTT standards. With additional CRC
and encoding tail bits, the maximum user data transmis-
sion rate in the emulation channel is 9.6Kbps for IS-95, and
153.6Kbps for CDMA2000 1xRTT. The wireless channel de-
lay is set to be 1 millisecond, and the TCP options are set
based on the mandatory WP-TCP requirements on both the
client and the proxy server, for example, window scale op-
tion, large initial window, and selective acknowledgement are
all supported, and the maximum congestion window size is
set as 64KB. The packet group size for class 2 WTP is set
with the default value of 1405 bytes [25]. Since all practical
parameter values and typical WML pages from real example
sites are used in the simulations, the results closely represent
the real-life WAP user experience.

For data services in both the IS-95 and the CDMA2000
networks, data is framed into 20milliseconds blocks for
transmission over the physical layer traffic channel [26, 27,
28]. Therefore, the frame error rate (FER) or block error
rate (BLER) are more suitable measures of the link quality
as seen by the upper layers than BER, since the use of inter-
leaving and forward error correction coding techniques can
lead to the detection and recovery of some bit errors. Sev-
eral papers have used first-order Markov chains to model
block error processes in transmissions over wireless chan-
nels [29, 30, 31]. In certain sets of parameters, the Markov
chain leads to a unique stationary distribution, which means
a uniform FER over time. Therefore, a specific FER is em-
ployed as a measure of the transmission quality in the exper-
iments to evaluate performance under each given set of wire-
less channel conditions. The FER parameter represents the
unrecoverable error rate after the FEC decoder. The frame
is considered erroneous and needs to be retransmitted when
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error occurs that the FEC decoder fails to correct. A selective-
repeat (SR) automatic-repeat request (ARQ) error recovery
mechanism is employed at the LL for the LL fragments. This
provides a reliable connection between the compression and
decompression processes such that loss of synchronization
due to lost packets is not an issue here. ROHC over the wire-
less network is simulated by giving the first LL fragment a
bigger size than the others. This assumes an average header-
compression ratio that is statistically stationary and fixed in
a long run.

3.2. Performance evaluation criteria

The performance metric considered is the average end-to-
end access time or round-trip delay for a sample WML file
[32]. WML files are used in our test since we want to com-
pare the WAP 2.0 configurations with WAP 1.x protocol
stack. While WAP 2.0 continues its support for WAP 1.x-
based WML, the WAP 1.x stack does not recognize the new
wireless application environment (WAE) definitions in WAP
2.0, such as extensible HTML (XHTML). In the experiments,
several WML files were transferred and the average round-
trip delay was obtained. The actual access time (AT) in-
cludes the wireless transmission time (WTT, including LL
retransmissions), Internet transmission time (ITT, including
retransmissions if applicable), and the system processing de-
lay (PD); that is,

AT = WTT + ITT + PD, (1)

where PD consists of the queuing delay (QD) at the WAP
server and proxy and the processing time (PT) at the server,
proxy, and client, given by

PD = QDServer + QDProxy +PTServer

+ PTProxy +PTClient .
(2)

In order to evaluate the performance improvements due
to the data compression scheme, differential comparisons are
used and the access time differences (ATDiff) is measured for
evaluation purposes instead of the absolute AT values.

For WAP 2.0, the AT is the elapsed time between when
the client makes a request and when it successfully receives
(and decompresses if necessary) a reply at the TCP socket
layer. For WAP 1.x, the sessions are based on class 2 WTP
transactions, which is the basic request/response and the
most commonly used transaction service [25]. It is connec-
tion oriented with a reliable invoke message with one reliable
result message. WTP is over UDP in our experiments. In this
case, the AT is the elapsed time between the invoke and the
acknowledgment (ACK), both at the client side. In all cases,
ITT is a common element of AT that offsets each other in
computing ATDiff.

To facilitate the evaluation, wireless access time (WAT) is
defined as AT less ITT, or the sum of the wireless transmis-
sion time and the processing delay, that is,

WAT = WTT+PD, (3)

the WAT of WAP 2.0 configuration without compression is
used as the basis for comparison purposes. All other config-
urations are evaluated by comparing the ATDiffs, which are
the WATs of other configurations minus the WAT of uncom-
pressed WAP 2.0.

ATDiff = ATotherconf −ATnocompWAP2

= WATotherconf −WATnocompWAP2 .
(4)

3.3. Assumptions and limitations

The wireless channel implemented in ns-2 closely simulates
the link layer behavior of IS-95 and CDMA2000 1xRTT with
a specific FER. However, due to the constraints of our test
bed configuration and wireless channel emulation, our ex-
periments are subject to certain assumptions and limitations.
They are summarized as follows.

(i) The emulated wireless channel is used solely by the
WAP application during the experiments. There could
be other applications sharing the channel in real life.
Extra delay would be incurred if the channel was
shared with other traffic streams.

(ii) It is assumed that only one WAP session is in progress
at any given time; that is, no new WAP request is gen-
erated until the result from the former request is re-
ceived. This results in no queuing delays at the WAP
server or the WAP proxy.

(iii) A fixed link layer FER is assumed on both the uplink
and downlink. In real life, the traffic and propagation
conditions in the CDMA channel may cause fluctu-
ations in noise and interference levels and hence the
FER, and the uplink and downlink may have different
FERs.

(iv) The content compression and decompression are im-
plemented on PentiumPCs. The processing time could
be lower in real gateways employing more powerful
processors, and higher in mobile terminals with less
powerful processors.

(v) Not all optimizations suggested byWP-TCP are imple-
mented due to the constraints of the test bed environ-
ment. Handoff delays have not been considered.

4. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

4.1. WAP enhancement with compression scheme

The performance is evaluated by comparing the ATDiffs of
different compression options under various wireless chan-
nel conditions. WAP 1.x was also tested as a comparison and
as an indication of the performance of WAP binary XML
(WBXML) in WAP 2.0 since WBXML employs similar en-
coding and decoding method as binary WML. The WAT of
WAP 2.0 without compression (WATnocompWAP2) for both
IS-95 and CDMA2000 1xRTT wireless channels, which will
be used as the basis for further comparisons, are shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Wireless access time of WAP 2.0 without compression.

Table 1: WAP processing delays.

WAP 1.x
WAP 2.0 (HTTP, TCP/IP)

No compression Reply compression Request & reply compression

180.05ms 4.02ms 6.69ms 11.51ms

The transmission times over the LAN interconnecting
the test bed computers were measured and the processing de-
lays (PD) (Table 1) were estimated by subtracting the trans-
mission times from the total delays. The PD in WAP 1.x
comes mainly from the protocol conversion and data encod-
ing and decoding at the gateway and client. Result shows that
in good conditions the PD of WAP 1.x is much larger than
that of WAP 2.0, which implies that WAP 2.0 HTTP/TCP/IP
stack is more efficient. The compression process only causes
a processing delay of several milliseconds.

Since IP is supported in IS-95 but not in GSM and most
other narrowband network bearers on which WAP 1.x pro-
tocol stack employing WTP and WDP has to be used, WAP
2.0 with TCP/IP support is unlikely to be used in narrow-
band networks. We briefly compare the results in IS-95 as an
indication of the effectiveness of WAP 2.0 data compression
scheme for IP enabled narrowband wireless networks and fo-
cus our results on the CDMA2000 1xRTT wireless channel.

Results for an emulated IS-95 channel with a maximum
bandwidth of 9.6Kbps presented in Figure 6 show that the
WAT of WAP 1.x is 2.72–6.04 seconds less than that of WAP
2.0 employing TCP/IP when no data compression is used,
which corresponds to 71%–80% less than WATnocompWAP2

from Figure 5. This clearly shows the advantage of WAP
1.x over TCP/IP in low-bandwidth networks. Figure 6 shows
that by applying the proposed advanced data compression
scheme, the performance of WAP 2.0 can be improved to
match that of WAP 1.x.

Over an emulated CDMA2000 1xRTT channel withmax-
imum bandwidth of 153.6Kbps, WAP 2.0 outperforms WAP

1.x even if no compression is applied, with WAT reduced by
78.4milliseconds and 25.7milliseconds at 1% and 40% FER,
respectively (Figure 7), corresponding to 32.5% and 9% im-
provement on WAT compared with WATnocompWAP2. This is
due to the long processing delay for protocol conversions in
the WAP 1.x gateway and client. The lower processing time
of HTTP/TCP makes them more appropriate for high-speed
networks. Since the transmitted data traffic is much higher
than that in WAP 1.x, the WAP 2.0 performance degrades
when FER is high due to more packet retransmissions.

The content compression brings the most performance
enhancements by reducing the transmission delays by 73.6–
117milliseconds or 44%–46% less than WATnocompWAP2 at
1% and 40% FER (Figure 8) because text-based WML (or
XHTML) files yield high compress ratios. The compressed
packets need much fewer LL fragments to transfer. When
ROHC is employed, another 3–7milliseconds or 3% reduc-
tion in WAT can be achieved over content compression. Re-
sults also show that reply compression works even better than
the combined request and reply compression. This can be ex-
plained as follows: because the request packet is quite small,
therefore the data compression scheme does not give much
gain, and the transmission time saved from the reduced size
is smaller than the processing delay introduced by the re-
quest compression. The results show that WAP 2.0 is more
suitable for the high-speed wireless networks, and the com-
pression scheme can reduce WAT by over 76milliseconds at
1% and 120milliseconds at 40% FER, corresponding to over
45% improvement in WAT, but request compression is not
appropriate for use over a high-speed wireless network.
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The above results are obtained based on data compres-
sions and protocol conversions at the processing speeds of
the test bed computers. With a less powerful mobile terminal
processor, there will be some extra processing delay for both
protocol conversion and content encoding in WAP 1.x and
the proposed data compression and decompression process
inWAP 2.0. Considering the complexity ofWAP 1.x protocol
conversion, it is reasonable to assume that this has a higher
processing delay than the WAP 2.0 content compression and
decompression process. Furthermore, in WAP 2.0, the extra
processing delay for content compression and decompres-
sion is generally much smaller compared with the reduction
in transmission time made possible by content compression.
Therefore, although the numerical results are specific to the
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Figure 8: The performance of WAP 2.0 with compression in
CDMA2000 1xRTT.

test bed equipment, our general observations regarding the
effectiveness of the proposed proxy architecture supporting
data compression, based on the experimental results, remain
valid.

4.2. WAP 2.0: proxy versus direct connection

In WAP 2.0, a direct TCP connection can be used to provide
an end-to-end HTTP/1.1 service. However, using a proxy,
which leads to a split-TCP approach [33], can optimize and
enhance the connection between the wireless domain and the
Internet domain.

In the case of a direct connection, the optimizations pro-
vided by WP-TCP and WP-HTTP over wireless links may
not be available as the wireless profiled options for the re-
spective protocols may not be implemented at the servers. In
the mobile networks with bursty errors and high bit error
rates, relatively long delays and variable bandwidth, the con-
gestion control mechanism of standard TCP adversely affects
its performance, for example, packet error is regarded as con-
gestion, which leads to reduction of congestion window and
slow recovery. In addition, two major factors also contribute
to the increase in the access time.

First, the split-TCP approach using a proxy shields prob-
lems associated with wireless links from the wireline Inter-
net and vice versa. The direct connection causes error prop-
agation between the Internet and wireless domains. It can be
proved by a simple calculation. Let the packet drop rates and
transmission times over the Internet and wireless domain be
ε1, t1 and ε2, t2, respectively, in the forward direction and as-
sume perfect feedback with no packet drops in the reverse di-
rection. In a direct connection, the overall access time (AT) is
the process delay (PD) plus direct transmission time (tdirect):

ATdirect = PD + tdirect = PD+
t1 + t2(

1− ε1
)(
1− ε2

) . (5)
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Figure 9: Direct connection wireless session delay in IS-95.

If a proxy is present, the AT is given by

ATproxy = PD+ ITT+WTT

= PD+
t1

1− ε1
+

t2
1− ε2

= PD+
t1 + t2 −

(
ε1t2 + ε2t1

)

(
1− ε1

)(
1− ε2

) .

(6)

It is obvious that ATproxy < ATdirect. The proxy facilitates
independent error recovery over the wireless and Internet
domains so that error-free data is always passed from one
domain to the next. Thus no retransmission needs to pass
through both domains.

Second, TCP is a reliable, connection-oriented transport
layer protocol. For each TCP session, there is a 3-way hand-
shaking for the TCP connection establishment and 4-way
data exchange for the TCP connection termination process.
If there is no proxy, the WAP client has to establish a separate
TCP session for each different WAP server. With a proxy, the
WAP client can maintain a long-lived socket with the proxy,
thus eliminating extra connection and termination delays in
the wireless domain. The wireless session delay (WSD) is
used to represent these delays in our experiments. The WSD
is defined as the time delay due to TCP connection establish-
ment and termination in the wireless networks.

Over the low-bandwidth IS-95 channel supporting
TCP/IP, experiment results in Figure 9 show that the WSDs
are quite high if direct connections are used, 234milliseconds
at 1% FER and 483milliseconds at 40% FER, respectively.
If content compression is employed, the WSD is reduced by
28% at 1% FER and 52% at 40% FER. Figure 9 also indicates
that ROHC in the wireless domain can give a 40% reduction
in WSD over the content compression scheme due to the re-
duced header size in the handshaking packets.

With the WAP 2.0 TCP/IP stack, in CDMA2000 1xRTT
wireless channels, WSDs are around 70milliseconds at 1%
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Figure 10: Direct connection wireless session delay in CDMA2000
1xRTT.

FER and 95milliseconds at 40% FER (Figure 10). WSDs
are almost the same with or without the data compression
scheme. Also, ROHC gives nearly no benefit in reducing the
WSD. This is because the TCP handshaking and termination
packets are quite small, and they can be transmitted in one
LL fragment in all cases.

Note that theWSDs presented above are obtained over an
error-free Internet in our test environment. In practice, pack-
ets may be dropped over the Internet due to congestion, in
which case the WSD of direct connections will become even
higher due to possible retransmissions of handshaking pack-
ets caused by the Internet and wireless losses. These results
clearly illustrate the performance enhancements provided by
the proxy made possible by setting up long-lived connec-
tions, especially when the clients frequently switch applica-
tions hosted on different WAP servers.

Since a proxy is usually maintained by a wireless service
provider, beside the above-mentioned advantages, a proxy is
required for WAP Push operations and may offer location,
privacy, and presence-based services to mobile users. Fur-
thermore, the caching capability at the proxy can provides
better service experience to end users, especially for low-end
WAP phones.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a novel proxy architecture employing ad-
vanced data compression schemes to minimize air-interface
traffic thus significantly improving the access time perfor-
mance of WAP 2.0, while ensuring that end-to-end secu-
rity can be strictly guaranteed using TLS tunneling. Most of
the access time reduction is contributed by the reply con-
tent compression, while ROHC can offer further improve-
ments. Experimental results show that WAP 1.x is optimized
for narrowband networks. However, in narrowband IS-95
networks with IP support, the proposed scheme can reduce
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WAP 2.0 access time to the same level as WAP 1.x. In wide-
band CDMA2000 1xRTT networks, WAP 2.0 outperforms
WAP 1.x in access time even without data compression, and
the advanced compression schemes can reduce access time
by 75–120milliseconds in the test bed network, correspond-
ing to over 45% improvement on WAT. Although optional
in WAP 2.0, the proxy not only prevents the error propa-
gations between wired and wireless domains, but also sig-
nificantly reduces the wireless session delays due to TCP
connection establishments by enabling long-lived connec-
tions to be set up between the proxy and wireless termi-
nals. With the deployment of IP-enabled high-speed 2.5G
and 3G networks, WAP 2.0 will facilitate further convergence
between wireless networks and the Internet, and the pro-
posed data compression scheme can bring huge performance
benefits.
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